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Brief recap on natural capital and ecosystem services
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Brief recap on natural capital and ecosystem services
Natural capital assets
• Species
• Communities
• Landscapes
• Ecosystems
• Soils
• Air
• Water
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Societal benefits

• Pollination
• Biomass creation
• Carbon drawdown
• Erosion protection
• Water purification

Ecosystem
services

Societal
benefits

• Food
• Energy
• Clean water
• Clean air
• Recreation
• Hazard protection
• Equitable climates
• Wildlife conservation
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What do we mean by stacking and bundling?
Stacking:

Services:

Bundling:

Buyers:

- single piece of land

- single piece of
land
- multiple services

Buyers:

Services:

- multiple services
Food

Consumers

Flood mitigation

Insurance
company

Food

Consumers

Flood mitigation

Insurance
company

- combined buyers

- multiple buyers

Water treatment

Source: Savills Rural Research

Water company

Habitat creation

Developer

Soil carbon

Offsetter

Additionality
- Needs to be above
the regulatory
baseline
- Needs to have not
occurred unless
additional
investment takes
place
Plus: Cost of
proving and impact
on price

Water treatment
Developer

Habitat creation

Soil carbon
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How should public and private money interact?
Regulated
Regulated
carbon markets

Three different modes
of public/private
interaction

Renewable
energy

BNG

LFASS
Countryside
Stewardship

Food

1. Private market
innovation

2. Government
creates demand
drivers
3. Controlled public
investment

Private

EWCO

Nutrient
Neutrality

Biodiversity
tokens

SFI
Public

Water co.
cover crops
Social
prescribing

Voluntary
carbon markets
Deregulated
Environmental

Social
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What is government funding?

1

2

3

National variances

England

Wales

Scotland

Two basic considerations:

Future Land Use Standards - TBC

Sustainable Farming Scheme:

Vision for Scottish Agriculture:

1. What is the regulatory
baseline?

Sustainable Farming Incentive:

National Minimum Standards +

Cross compliance +

1. Soil management plan 2. Soil testing

Universal Actions:

2. What additional actions are
valuable above the basic
payment?

And Arable: Add OM/Winter cover

- baseline and annual reporting; soil
testing and nutrient management; min
10% tree cover; min 10% environmental
management; winter soil cover.

Tier 1 – Base level direct payment –
conditional on whole farm plan, inc soil
and biodiversity audits and equality

Or Grass: Minimise bare ground/establish
herbal leys
LNRS – consider to be CS options +

Tier 2 – enhanced level direct payment –
for GHG and nature actions

Optional + Collaborative Actions

Tier 3/4 – elective/complementary actions

Strong baseline and social protections.
Arguably, negative consequences of
private markets have been acknowledged
and mostly excluded, but principles of nat
cap intrinsic to SFS

Strong baseline and social protections,
but explicitly based on net zero targets
and acknowledges £20bn funding gap;
underpinned by Principles of Responsible
Natural Capital Investment

LR - Most obvious link with private
markets
Weak baseline and social protections,
private markets being actively encouraged
with slow awakening to managing
consequences

Next steps
For
Govt:

Use policy targets and let market
decide
Subject to principles of
responsible investment

For farmers:
•
•
•
•

Create baselines
Stack enterprises
Quintuple income streams
Re-invest to deliver resilience

But demand baselines
And focus on services, not capital
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Thank you
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